EZ Feed RJ45 Products
Copper Products

EZ Feed RJ45 Products are a system of components that make it extremely easy for a user to quickly terminate category ethernet patch cables with low loss.

No stripping of the conductor wire jackets is necessary and the connector is made of clear plastic which greatly reduces the time and skill required for termination.

To terminate a cable using these products: insert a boot over the cable, strip the jacket and remove any extra internal materials, untwist the wires and feed them in the proper orientation through the connector, insert the connector into the tool, crimp, and attach the boot.

Features

- Compatible with RJ12/11 connectors (except amp)
- Clean, Even Cut on EZ Feed RJ45 Conductors
- Over molded rubber handles provide extra comfort and grip for extended periods of usage.
- All steel frame with rust resistant black oxide finish ensures for long and productive life.

Connector

EZ Feed RJ45 Modular Plugs are the must have quality connector for all datacom and telecom installers.

Saves time and money with it’s easy to use feed through design.

Crimp Tool

This crimp tool crimps and cuts extended wire in EZ Feed RJ45 connectors in a single cycle.

The ratcheted straight action crimping motion ensures a uniform crimp.

Features

- For round solid or stranded cable
- Compatible w/ 23-26 AWG Cable OD under 6.5mm
- 3 Prong gold plated conductors
- Strain relief bar secures connector around cable

RJ45 Slip on Boot

This oversized slip on boot provides strain relief and protect against dust and snags for RJ45 plugs.

It fits stranded or solid CAT 5, CAT 5E, CAT 6, and CAT 6A cables with a maximum diameter of 6.8 mm.

Features

- Oversized Snagless Boot for CAT 5, CAT 5E, CAT 6, or CAT 6A Cable
- Provides Strain Relief for Cable
- For use with Solid or Stranded Round Cable
- Wire Insert Diameter 6.8mm (0.27”)
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Cat Cable
Cat cable is available in Cat 5E, Cat 6, or Cat 6A and functions as a high performance data communications cable.

It is available in different colors, jacket types, conductor styles, and shielding configurations.

Features
- Easily Identified Color Striped Pairs
- Excellent Attenuation And Crosstalk Characteristics
- UL Listed
- RoHS Compliant
- Sequential Length Markings On Jacket
- Meets and/or exceeds TIA 568 C.2 standards

Color Options
Blue Black White Gray Green Red Yellow

Part Number
EZF - - - -

1 Product
CO = Connector*
SC = Shielded Connector*
BO = Boot*
CA = Cable**
CR = Crimp Tool

2 Category
Leave Blank for Boot or Crimp Tool
5E = Cat5E
06 = Cat6
6A = Cat6A

3 Cable Option
Leave Blank for Connector, Boot, or Crimp Tool
Choose 1 option for each feature:
T = Stranded or O = Solid Conductors
I = Indoor, X = I/O, or O = Outdoor Cable
R = Riser, P = Plenum, or U = Unrated Jacket
N = No, Y = Yes, D = Dual, or B = Braided Shield

4 Color
Leave Blank for Connector or Crimp Tool
BU = Blue
BK = Black
WT = White
GY = Gray
GN = Green
RD = Red
YL = Yellow

*Sold in quantities of 25, 50, or 100
**Sold in lengths of 250, 500, or 1,000 feet